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PART ONE

SUMMARY OF DECISIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Agenda Item 5 - Implementation of the CDCC work programme
(1985-1987)

Co-operation in information

1. It was suggested that some services should be expanded to include TCDC activities. Reference was made specifically to access to the INRES system, the provision of an electronic Current Awareness Bulletin Board Service of CDCC as a focal point of TCDC activities, and the publication of a regular newsletter on TCDC.

2. The secretariat was requested to ensure that linkages be established between CARICOM and non-CARICOM countries in the field of trade information.

3. The Committee noted the issues involved in the development of regional information systems and supported the recommendation of the meeting of experts that a Consultative Committee on Regional Information Systems be established.

Statistical Data Bank

4. The Committee endorsed the secretariat's request that member States be urged to accelerate the acquisition of compatible computer hardware and the establishment of computerized national statistical data bases in collaboration with the secretariat.

Science and technology

5. It was agreed that member countries should establish centres of excellence relating to the transfer of technology and that they should also indicate the appropriate mechanisms by which the expertise of these centres might be made available to CDCC member countries.
Co-ordination in planning

6. It was suggested that it was important to expand the concept of planning from that of the long-term development plans to include the concept of the management of national economies.

7. A request for country data as a major input to the secretariat's data bases was stressed.

Removal of language barriers

8. The Committee was asked to endorse the proposal of the Netherlands Antilles for the establishment of national chapters of the Caribbean Language Institute in each CDCC country, since it regarded the institute as a genuinely regional body which was not to be seen as a competitor to national bodies but as a complement to them.

9. Reference was made also to the costs of the national workshops, and in that regard UNESCO was thanked for its grant of US$25 000 which had now been exhausted. As the project entered its third phase, however, it was agreed that there was a need to secure long-term financing and ensure that it was well planned. Funding was being sought from EBC.

Social sector

10. The Committee expressed its gratitude to IDRC for its funding and the keen interest it has shown in the project —Creole Discourse and Social Development.

Integration of women in development

11. Support was given to the work which had been done by the Women in Development Unit of the secretariat, particularly in respect of the useful linkages which had been made with the CARICOM secretariat, other CDCC countries and other members of ECLAC.

12. The Committee stressed the importance of women's issues. Tribute was paid to the secretariat for the technical support which it had provided to two workshops organized in the Netherlands Antilles. The meeting was reminded of the Nairobi Programme of Action, and participants were urged to implement its provisions in full.

Demography

13. Support was registered for the UNFPA-funded project aimed at strengthening institutional mechanisms for population planning. The secretariat indicated that the project would result in the establishment of population centres throughout the region but was still to be approved by UNFPA.
14. Support for the secretariat's collaborative work with CELADE in the area of demography was registered. One country offered its expertise and collaboration to assist in the implementation of activities in 1988.

15. The meeting endorsed the recommendation that the programme be extended to all CDOC member countries and supported the secretariat's search for additional funding for the implementation of projects.

**International trade and finance**

16. Support was expressed for the programme in trade and in particular for the idea of the computerization of the Trade Procedures Guides and the planned activity on trade promotion. In that regard, reference was made to the International Trade Centre now being built in Curacao which would offer Caribbean countries conference facilities, facilities for exhibition of their products and opportunities for improving Caribbean/Latin American contacts and trade relations.

17. The meeting considered it important that the Workshop on Counter Trade, envisaged for 1988, should be held.

**Transport and communications**

18. The Chairman asked the meeting to take note of the problems in the transport and communications section of the work programme document and urged the secretariat to continue monitoring these two sectors.

**Energy and natural resources**

19. It was noted that the area of new and renewable sources of energy had not been included in activities proposed for the next period, and it was proposed that this area should be a CDOC priority. Collaboration with OIADE should accordingly be pursued in this and other areas of energy such as, for example, the utilization of solar energy.

**Agenda Item 6 - Work programme for the biennium 1988-1989**

20. The Committee was asked to take note of the United Nations approved subprogrammes reproduced in document LC/CAR/G.231.

**Agenda Items 7 and 8 - Medium-term plan 1990-1995**

21. It was decided that comments and recommendations from member countries should be included in the document.
Agenda Item 9 - Programme of activities in support of small island developing countries

22. The need for the small island countries themselves to develop a clear focus on their distinctive problems was emphasized in order to generate the flow of funds needed to deal with the issues.

23. The meeting emphasized that the CARICOM and CDCC institutions would have to combine forces to ensure the successful implementation of this programme.

24. It was also proposed that political unity should form part of discussions on small island states and that assistance should be provided for the formation of a political union such as that envisaged for the OECS states.

Agenda Item 10 - Action taken on CDCC resolutions and those of ECLAC and other United Nations bodies, with implications for CDCC

25. The need for the CDCC secretariat to place greater emphasis on concrete projects requiring relatively little funding was proposed, and it was suggested that the secretariat consult with member countries and identify projects within the framework of their national priorities.

26. It was decided that the Committee would comprise the bureau, the past chairman and two members, but would be open-ended and meet regularly in order to monitor the CDCC work programme. Saint Lucia and the Netherlands Antilles indicated their interest in participating in the Committee, and were elected.

Agenda Item 12 - Other business

27. After numerous interventions by delegations on this issue, it was decided that the present schedule of CDCC meetings should be maintained.

Credentials

28. After an exchange of views the meeting recognized that all CDCC member countries present at the tenth session were represented by properly constituted and duly authorized delegations.

Agenda Item 13 - Place and date of the eleventh meeting of CDCC

29. The meeting agreed that the secretariat should consult member States to determine the place and date of the eleventh meeting of CDCC.

Agenda Item 14 - Consideration and adoption of the report

30. It was agreed that the secretariat should be responsible for completing the report and despatching it to member countries for a response within thirty days.
PART TWO

ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION

31. The tenth session of the Caribbean Development and Co-operation Committee (CDCC) was held in Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, at the technical level from 27-28 October 1987 and at the ministerial level on 29 October 1987.

Attendance */

32. Representatives of the following countries members of the Committee attended the session: Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados, Cuba, Dominica, Grenada, Jamaica, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, and Trinidad and Tobago. The Netherlands Antilles and the United States Virgin Islands attended as associate members. Aruba attended the meeting as an observer.

33. Representatives of the following organizations of the United Nations system attended the session: United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA) and the United Nations Information Centre (UNIC).

34. The following United Nations specialized agencies were represented: International Labour Organization (ILO), United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and the International Maritime Organization (IMO).

35. The meeting was also attended by the following intergovernmental organizations: the Caribbean Community Secretariat (CARICOM), the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS), the Latin American Economic System (SELA), the Inter-American Institute for Co-operation on Agriculture (IICA), and the Caribbean Centre for Development Administration (CARICAD).

Agenda Item 1 - Opening of the meeting

36. Opening statements were made by the acting Prime Minister and Minister of External Affairs and International Trade of Trinidad and Tobago, the

*/ See Annex I attached.
Honourable Basdeo Panday, and the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), Mr. Norberto González.

37. In opening the meeting the acting Prime Minister welcomed participants to the ministerial sessions, reserving a special welcome for the delegation of Aruba which was attending the meeting for the first time as an observer.

38. The acting Prime Minister traced the course of events since the ninth session of CDCC, noting the difficulty which had been experienced in convening the tenth session. He wondered whether this difficulty reflected a waning of interest by member governments or an unwillingness to meet in some member countries. In any event it was necessary for the Committee to address the question of the periodicity of future meetings, the proposal being made that they might be convened solely under the aegis of CDCC at the subregional headquarters or in New York at the time of the opening of the General Assembly, when a quorum of Ministers could be assured.

39. He noted the uniqueness of CDCC, which provided a forum for all Caribbean countries, whether independent or not and whether or not members of the United Nations, to meet together at the ministerial level and to benefit from the technical co-operation resources provided by the United Nations system.

40. The acting Prime Minister asserted that his government had devoted considerable time and effort to supporting CDCC. He noted that since North-South co-operation seemed to be reaching its limits, South-South co-operation needed to be explored with renewed vigour and suggested that Latin American-Caribbean co-operation, which was being pursued by CDCC, should be seen in this context.

41. The difficulties being experienced by the multilateral institutions were noted, and accordingly CDCC was exhorted to play a more active role in co-operating with those institutions which lent themselves to effective regional collaboration.

42. In closing his statement, the acting Prime Minister noted the usefulness of CDCC but suggested that it had not realized its full potential. He asked members not to be distracted by those interests which were inhgal to regional co-operation so that the objectives of the region might be attained.

43. The Executive Secretary of ECLAC, Mr. Norberto González, thanked the host country, Trinidad and Tobago, for its unflagging support for the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) and for CDCC, while at the same time thanking all other member countries for the contribution they had made to its functioning.

44. He noted that the global economic panorama had not improved the development prospects for the countries of the Caribbean, nor for other developing countries members of the Commission. Accordingly, the tremendous efforts which they had made to put their economies in order had not been adequately rewarded. The modest growth experienced by the OECD countries had not filtered down to the developing countries due to the low prices prevailing for primary products, high interest rates and protectionism which limited their access to the markets of the developed countries. Despite some marginal
improvements recently the current tendency towards depressed prices and
restricted markets was expected to prevail in the near future.

45. In closing his remarks, the Executive Secretary stressed the importance
of Caribbean-Latin American relations, noting also that co-operation between
ECLAC and subregional organizations and agencies of the United Nations had
been intensified.

Agenda Item 2 - Election of Officers

46. As a result of the consensus reached at the meeting of heads of
degulation, its officers had been the same as those who had presided over the
ninth session of the Committee, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>Rabindranath Permanand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Vice-Chairman</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>Ramiro León Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Vice-Chairman</td>
<td>United States Virgin Islands</td>
<td>Carlyle Corbin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapporteur</td>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>Calvin S. Niles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

47. In accordance with established practice, the officers of the ministerial
meeting comprised representatives from the same countries of the officers at
the technical level meeting. Accordingly, the officers of the tenth session
were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>Selby Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Vice-Chairman</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>Omar García</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Vice-Chairman</td>
<td>United States Virgin Islands</td>
<td>Carlyle Corbin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapporteur</td>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>Calvin S. Niles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Agenda Item 3 - Addresses

48. The Chairman, Mr. Selby Wilson, called the meeting to order and invited
statements by members. Plenary statements were made by the representatives of
Antigua and Barbuda, Cuba, the United States Virgin Islands, Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines and the International Maritime Organization (IMO).

49. The representative from Antigua and Barbuda expressed the appreciation of
his government for the work being done by CDOC, noting the importance of
tourism for the development of his country. He noted the integrative function
of the Committee in providing a forum for free and frank discussion in a
pluralistic region.

50. In tracing the development of the CDOC from its opening session in Havana
in October 1975, the representative of Cuba noted that CDOC was not an
administrative mechanism but an intergovernmental body and said that if it
ceased to function effectively, its member governments would bear the
responsibility for it.
51. While conceding that the cultural and linguistic plurality in the region provided a constraint to co-operation, he said he believed that the factors uniting the Committee were stronger than those which divided it and that the prevailing conditions would sooner or later lead Committee members to adopt a common platform for the protection of their common interests.

52. In referring to the difficulties experienced in convening the tenth session in Cuba, he advised the meeting of the need to adopt a common position against divisive forces and assured the Committee that Cuba’s willingness to press ahead with the activities of CDCC had not been diminished. He indicated that Cuba had a legitimate right to host a future meeting of CDCC and said that recognition of that right would be a genuine reflection of the political maturity of the region.

53. The representative of the United States Virgin Islands requested CDCC to develop a plan of action to assist the non-independent member countries in their thrust for development. Emphasis should be placed on action to identify projects and programmes to stimulate trade, technical linkages and other forms of contact between the associate and full members of CDCC.

54. The representative of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines noted the under-utilization of assistance opportunities available through CDCC. He proposed that in planning future projects, the Committee should take into account the proposals being made by countries in the Eastern Caribbean to establish a politically unified state.

55. The observer from IMO outlined the functions of his organization, which related mainly to the maintenance of the highest standards of maritime safety, the prevention and control of marine pollution, the handling and transportation of dangerous goods and maritime legislation. He outlined the activities of the IMO in Trinidad and Tobago and Jamaica, and indicated that countries seeking assistance from IMO should do so through its head office, their local UNDP office or the CDCC secretariat.

Agenda Item 4 - Adoption of the agenda and organization of work

56. The agenda adopted for the tenth session of the CDCC was as follows:

1) Opening of the meeting
2) Election of officers
3) Addresses
4) Adoption of the agenda and organization of work
5) Implementation of the CDCC work programme (1985-1987)
6) Work programme for the biennium 1988-1989, as presented by the United Nations Secretary-General to the General Assembly
8) Draft summary of proposed work programme output for 1990-1991

*/ See list of documents in annex II of this report.
9) Programme of activities in support of small island developing countries
10) Action taken on CDOC resolutions, and those of ECILAC and other United Nations bodies, with implications for CDOC
11) Promotion of technical co-operation among CDOC member countries
12) Other business
13) Place and date for the eleventh meeting of CDOC
14) Consideration and adoption of the report.

Agenda Item 14 - Consideration and adoption of the report

57. The Committee considered and adopted its report contained in Part Three of the present document, as well as resolution 21(X) contained in Part Four. It was agreed that the secretariat should be responsible for finalizing the report and forwarding it to member countries for a response within 30 days.
PART THREE

SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

Agenda Item 5 - Implementation of the CDCC work programme
(1985-1987)

58. In introducing the work programme reflected in document LC/CAR/G.230, the secretariat noted that it was reporting on the output for the past 27 months, during which time emphasis had been placed on increased collaborative and cooperative activities with CDCC member governments as well as with national, regional and international organizations.

59. In accordance with the new thrust agreed upon at the ninth session of CDCC, increased emphasis was being placed on multisectoral and interdisciplinary activities and on increased co-operation between the secretariat and other parts of the ECIAC system and with subregional, regional and international organizations.

60. Specific activities in such areas as information and documentation, social and economic planning, women in development and demography had been implemented, a task which had involved co-operation with institutions such as the IDRC, UNESCO, WIFO, CLADES, CARICOM, OECS, CDB, CARNEID, ECD, ECD, GAD, UNDP, FAO, UNFPA, USAID, PAHO, UWI, ILO and CARICAD.

61. The secretariat drew attention to a number of elements in the programme of work of the secretariat which, by their nature, lent themselves to interdisciplinary and multisectoral approaches to their implementation, such as those offered by CARISPLAN and the Caribbean Information System, the Statistical Data Bank, the Programme of Economic and Social Development Planning and that relating to natural resources, the environment and tourism.

62. It was also noted that while CDCC was a subregional body and focused on subregional activities of concern to its member countries, it had implemented many purely national activities in the form of training courses, research studies, advisory services and technical assistance and that these had increased during the period under review.

63. The secretariat indicated that its presentation on the work programme would focus on the highlights of its activities, which were detailed in document LC/CAR/G.230.
64. Prior to a detailed discussion of the work programme, the Director of the ECLAC Subregional Headquarters for the Caribbean provided an overview on selected areas of the secretariat’s work programme. He informed the meeting that the activities of the work programme were being governed by two priorities—the need to establish linkages between the activities themselves and the need to provide the best possible services to member governments, for example, in the areas of information and documentation, including patent information, the Statistical Data Bank and the Demography Unit. These areas would be linked more closely in the future to better serve member countries.

65. He provided further details on the up-to-date computer facilities available at the Documentation Centre of the secretariat and indicated the intention to put the statistical data bank and demographic data on line, since they were an essential input for planning in member countries.

66. He made a special appeal to countries to provide information/data on their national economies in the three areas mentioned above, and to inform the secretariat of the type of data they might require for the management and planning of their economies.

Technical co-operation among Caribbean countries

Co-operation in information

67. In reporting on developments in the area of information, the secretariat drew attention to the fact that the CARISPAN multilingual data base contained over 15,000 records and was now on line for public access.

68. A number of training workshops, both national and regional, had been held to focus on the design of data bases and on the capabilities and applications of microcomputers in library and information management systems and to provide practical experience in the use of CDS/ISIS. The secretariat stressed the importance of training in the use of this software package since it was used by all regional information networks in the Caribbean.

69. The IDRC-funded project which, inter alia, provided for the development of computerized access to networks within the Caribbean Information System, would come to an end in February 1988. In view of the identified needs of member States in strengthening their training capacity in the use of computers in information storage and retrieval and specifically of a recent OCEC/INFOSET request to ECLAC asking it to develop a small resource centre within the Caribbean Documentation Centre to intensify training, troubleshooting and software maintenance in Micro CDS/ISIS, the Committee was asked to support the proposal for a resource centre.

70. The meeting was also informed of the activities undertaken in the Caribbean Information System for Agricultural Sciences (CAGRIS) and of the progress being made in the Patent Information and Documentation Unit (PIDU). The proposed work programme of PIDU, to be executed with financial assistance from IDRC and technical assistance from the Canadian Patent Office and the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) was outlined. The secretariat
expressed its appreciation to UNESCO, IDRC and WIPO for their continued support for the information programme.

71. The secretariat was commended on progress made in the information programme, and stress was placed on the need for member States to fully utilize the services of the Caribbean Documentation Centre. It was suggested that some services should be expanded to include TCDC activities. Reference was made specifically to access to the INRES system, the provision of an electronic Current Awareness Bulletin Board Service of CDC as a focal point of TCDC activities and the publication of a regular newsletter on TCDC.

72. The secretariat assured the delegates that discussions were being held with other United Nations agencies and organizations with a view to mounting some of their data bases on its computer to enable easier access by Caribbean countries and also on the provision of nodes and basic telecommunication cost support to a small number of computer installations as an experiment for searching the CARISPLAN data base.

73. The representative of UNDP/Barbados indicated that a number of national workshops and other activities had been taking place with regard to TCDC and that countries had been encouraged to allocate substantial portions of their IFPS to implementing TCDC activities.

74. It was recalled that at the ninth session of CDCC the secretariat had been requested to prepare a report on the possibility of securing linkages with the Latin American Trade Information System (RELIC) and of using its Trade Information Network. The secretariat indicated that RELIC's activities in trade information had now been incorporated into SEIA's proposed Latin American and Caribbean Trade Information and Foreign Trade Support Programme (PLACIEM) and that it, the secretariat, was monitoring these activities.

75. In response to a question on the access to the CARICOM Trade Information System and participation of non-CARICOM countries in it, the CARICOM secretariat envisaged that this co-operation would be through the ECIAC network. The secretariat was requested to ensure that such linkages included trade information from both CARICOM and non-CARICOM countries.

76. With respect to the Regional Information System Strategy, the secretariat summarized the policy issues raised in the document entitled "A Regional Information System Strategy for the Caribbean for the year 2000", and outlined a mechanism for co-ordination as recommended by a meeting of experts. The Committee was asked to note the issues involved and to support the recommendation for establishing a consultative committee on regional information systems.

77. In view of the fact that the CARICOM Heads of Government had already endorsed the establishment of a consultative committee on regional information systems, the CARICOM secretariat provided a summary of the issues discussed at the meeting of experts to review the document entitled "A Regional Information System Strategy for the Caribbean for the year 2000" and indicated that the consensus was that there was need for a committee to monitor and co-ordinate the planning, implementation and operation of regional information systems.
The Committee was assured by the CARTOM representative that there would be co-operation between the two secretariats to co-ordinate information matters.

78. The Committee noted the issues involved in the development of regional information systems and supported the recommendation of the meeting of experts that a consultative committee on regional information systems should be established.

Statistical Data Bank

79. The secretariat informed the meeting that activities had continued toward the development of the Statistical Data Bank. The time series had been revised and a draft document prepared. Assistance had also been provided in project monitoring, project data banks had been established in Belize and work toward this end had started in Guyana. A similar proposal had been put forward for Trinidad and Tobago.

80. A meeting of statisticians had also been convened to consider ways of reducing the burden on member governments of responding to the multiplicity of similar requests for data received from various regional and international institutions.

81. Proposed activities included continuation and amplification of the data base to include specialized data series of agencies, such as the Caribbean Tourism Research and Development Centre; the continued provision of data to member governments; the installation of on-line capability in statistical offices, and the publication of Volume VIII of "Agricultural Statistics of Caribbean Countries".

82. The secretariat urged member countries to accelerate their acquisition of computer hardware and the establishment of computerized data bases to facilitate their access to statistical data. The Committee endorsed this request and suggested that action in this regard should be carried out in collaboration with the secretariat.

Science and technology

83. The secretariat had continued to provide secretariat services to the Caribbean Council for Science and Technology (COST) during the period under review. It was agreed that the current arrangement should be continued.

84. The main activities comprised the convening and servicing of a number of COST meetings including the annual meeting of the COST Executive Committee. The final report of the most recent meeting of COST was presented in document LC/CAR/G.235.

85. The secretariat had provided technical assistance in areas such as awareness-creation and popularization of science and technology.

86. Links would be established with PIDU as a conduit for activity in the area of the transfer of technology. In reference to the scope of horizontal
co-operation, the secretariat suggested that centres of excellence should be identified and that countries should be requested to report on their means of tapping their resources in this area as a contribution to economic and social development at the subregional level.

87. In response to a request for clarification on the postponement of an activity relating to co-operation between WINBAN and Brazil on expanded uses of bananas, the secretariat explained that the activity had been delayed at the request of Brazil due to the unavailability of the expert at the time but said the activity would take place.

88. In response to an enquiry regarding the need for the secretariat to be involved with the compilation of market profiles on the agro-industry sector, the secretariat indicated that the profiles disseminated by GAN covered a very wide area and that, based on these, CCST would be collecting and disseminating information packages on specific agro-industry products of relevance to member States.

Co-ordination in planning

89. A joint ILPES/ECLAC planning unit had been established at the UNDCP secretariat in September 1985 with a staff member transferred from ILPES, Santiago, to Port of Spain as co-ordinator.

90. The work programme comprised the provision of assistance to UNDCP member countries in the execution of their development programmes through advisory services in technical co-operation, in the management of national economies, and in policy analysis. The assignment of the co-ordinator had been completed in August 1987, when he had returned to ILPES Headquarters in Santiago.

91. The main activities of the joint ECLAC/ILPES Planning Unit included the publication of documents and the conduct of meeting/seminars and workshops in collaboration with other agencies, such as FAO, IARM and CCST.

92. Proposed activities for the ensuing period included the continued exploration of possibilities for technical co-operation under the TCDD framework, the provision of advisory services at the request of member governments and initiation and support of training activities for the strengthening of the planning process. The secretariat also planned to co-sponsor a national workshop on the planning process in Trinidad and Tobago.

93. The secretariat reiterated the availability of its in-house capacity to assist member States in their planning needs, especially in the areas of documentation, statistical data and demography and asked that greater use be made of these facilities.

94. In the area of planning, it was suggested that it was important to expand the concept of planning from the long-term development plans to include the concept of the management of national economies.

95. The lack of resources affecting the secretariat would inhibit the provision of significant assistance to member States, but nevertheless it
would provide whatever services it could by way of inputs to the planning processes in member countries.

96. A request for country data as a major input to the secretariat's data bases was stressed.

97. The value of a Caribbean Directory of Heads of Planning Officials was questioned in view of possible rapid obsolescence of the data published. The secretariat explained that the Directory had been compiled initially to meet the needs of the ECLAC/ILPES Planning Unit and that the intention was to update it periodically. It could also assist in TCDC activities as a source of Caribbean expertise.

98. Concern was expressed regarding the vacant post of co-ordinator of the Joint ECLAC/ILPES Planning Unit. The Deputy Executive Secretary of ECLAC explained that as a result of a recruitment freeze, the secretariat was first exploring the possibility of redeployment of human resources within ECLAC's duty stations to fill this post.

Removal of language barriers

99. The secretariat noted the need to strengthen and improve the translation and interpretation services in the Caribbean, and in this regard, recognized the work in the area of the removal of language barriers. Activities were at present being co-ordinated by the Ministry of Education and the Foreign Relations Bureau of the Netherlands Antilles in close cooperation with the ECLAC/CDCC Secretariat. The interest of that government had been evidenced not only by its direct and energetic involvement in the project, but also by its high level of collaboration with governments and agencies working together on the project.

100. The secretariat requested the Committee to endorse the proposal of the Netherlands Antilles for the establishment of national chapters of the Caribbean Language Institute in each CDCC country since it regarded the institute as a genuinely regional body which was not to be seen as a competitor to national bodies but as a complement to them.

101. It was noted that CDCC was the only subregional forum where different cultural groups worked together. As a result, great importance was attached to its work. The delegate from the Netherlands Antilles, the co-ordinating country, indicated that it was privileged to co-ordinate the project and expressed satisfaction at the support given by other CDCC countries. It was noted, however, that national experts in the field were unaware of programmes developed at the CDCC, and vice versa, and that a greater degree of feedback and political commitment would be needed if concrete co-operative activities in the wider Caribbean were to be successful.

102. It was further noted that the project needed a strong organizational base in each country and that to that end it had envisaged the setting up of national chapters in each participating country which would then function under the co-ordinating role of the Caribbean Language Institute. Reference was made to the fact that national workshops had been held in Barbados,
Guyana, Grenada, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago. Efforts were also being made to stimulate interest in Suriname, Haiti and the Dominican Republic.

103. Reference was made also to the costs of the national workshops, and in that regard UNESCO was thanked for its grant of US$25,000 which had now been exhausted. As the project entered its third phase, however, there was a need to secure long-term financing and ensure that it was well planned. Funding was being sought from EEC.

104. Various delegates endorsed the foregoing remarks, one delegate enquiring whether the project would include the language needs of the tourist industry. The secretariat gave a full explanation on the progress of the project and advised that the proposed national chapters would have to be involved in the matter through the Ministries of Education.

105. The meeting subsequently endorsed the proposals contained in this sector.

**Agricultural sector**

106. The main activities accomplished included the expansion and updating of the agriculture database, preparation of a project proposal for the establishment of a Caribbean Co-operative Agricultural Research Network in line with the principles of TCDC and in collaboration with regional and international organizations, the completion of the preparatory phase of the Rural Agro-based Industries Project in the Caribbean LDCs, the convening of a workshop on food systems and food policy analyses in collaboration with FAO and collaboration in the execution of a training seminar on the planning of agricultural projects.

107. It was noted that there was a slight change in emphasis on the type of activity in which the secretariat was engaged. The emphasis would not be as at present on technical assistance but on the creation of institutional linkages which were instrumental in fostering overall social and economic development. However, the secretariat would continue to collaborate with the specialized organizations working in this field in the implementation of their activities.

108. The representative of IICA informed the session that his agency had passed a proposal on the Caribbean Co-operative Agricultural Research Network to the CARTCOC secretariat for submission to the Inter-American Development Bank and would co-operate in the development of this project.

**Social sector**

109. The secretariat made reference to four major activities within this sector, which included the project on Creole discourse and social development, cultural exchange programmes, impact of structural adjustment on the delivery of social services, and the Caribbean Enterprise for the Production and Distribution of Printed and Audio-Visual Materials (CEPPAM).
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Transport and communications

139. The secretariat reported that much of the work in the area of transport and communications had comprised the monitoring of ongoing activities of other agencies since the substantive officer had left the secretariat on transfer. The importance of the UNCTAD TRAINMAR project to the Caribbean was noted.

140. In response to an enquiry as to whether participation in the Caribbean Telecommunications Union (CTU) was open to non-CARICOM States, the representative of CARICOM indicated that no definitive guidelines existed on the areas in which participation was open to non-members. He gave details on the recent meeting of CARICOM ministers responsible for telecommunications which had agreed to set up CTU but noted that it was not at present open to non-CARICOM countries although such countries might be considered for observer status.

141. In view of the fact that the Caribbean Satellite Systems project had not been funded by the prospective donor, it was suggested that the project should not be reported as an activity that had been accomplished. The secretariat noted that activities related to the project were now being carried out by CARICOM because of a lack of resources in the secretariat. The representative of CARICOM noted that funds from UNDP had not been available from the previous UNDP programming cycle and that major formulations of the project proposals had been made and submitted to UNDP. As yet no response had been received as regards financing under the present programming cycle. On the question of the Caribbean Postal Union, it was noted that the lack of a host country for the project had effectively stifled it. Jamaica had given some indication that it would host the Union but the offer had subsequently been withdrawn. The secretariat intimated that Barbados had been considered as a possible host country but said nothing definite had emerged.

142. It was noted that the contract of the IMO Regional Maritime Adviser for the Caribbean was up for renewal. The Government of Trinidad and Tobago had requested the incumbent's extension for two years, but the support of two other governments was necessary. The representative of IMO informed the meeting that the contract of the Adviser had been extended by IMO until October 1988. The post was being funded by the Norwegian Government under its technical assistance programme.

143. A delegate noted that the narrative on transport and communications did not give any indication as to what would be done in the future. Noting that the TRAINMAR project was of interest to many governments in the subregion, he enquired about its progress. The secretariat indicated that projects in the transport and communications sector required more substantial funding and technical back-stopping than was currently available to the ECLAC Port of Spain Office and said that as a result, ECLAC Santiago had been asked to back-stop activities in the transport and communications sector. In addition, the Office had reoriented its thinking and was now looking at the two sectors as part of its work on services. Work on communications would therefore have to be seen as part of the secretariat's work on informatics.

144. The representative of CARICOM made a statement on the continuing validity of programmes which had once been signalled as important but about which
nothing much had been done because of lack of funding and technical expertise. Reference was made to the ITU Administrative Conference in which Caribbean countries were allocated radio broadcast frequencies that they could not access. He wondered whether ECLAC Santiago had the technical back-up necessary to solve the kinds of problems they had mentioned.

145. The Chairman asked the meeting to take note of the problems in the transport and communications section of the work programme document and urged the secretariat to continue monitoring the two sectors until the necessary resources could be found.

Energy and natural resources

146. The secretariat highlighted the relationship between environment and tourism in Caribbean development, and noted that it had convened a number of workshops jointly with some Caribbean governments. An expert meeting on the subject of the environment and tourism in the wider Caribbean had as a main objective the strengthening of the tourism thrust in the Caribbean and the development of guidelines and recommendations to develop tourism. Other objectives included activities to enhance the Caribbean's natural and cultural bases and environmental assets for the further development of Caribbean economies.

147. The secretariat had prepared the outline of a project proposal on regional sewage disposal and coastal conservation studies, which had recently been approved. Implementation of the project would continue to require the collaboration of a number of agencies and governments.

148. The meeting supported the two major activities, i.e., the Regional tourism and environment project with its sub-activities and the Regional sewage disposal and coastal conservation studies.

149. The project entitled "Environment and socio-cultural management issues in Caribbean tourism" was endorsed, but further information on it was requested from the secretariat. In response, the secretariat indicated that the funding for this project had only recently been approved but had not yet been initiated.

150. It was noted that the area of "New and renewable sources of energy" had not been included in activities proposed for the next period, and it was proposed that this area should be a CDCC priority. Collaboration with OLADE should accordingly be pursued in this and other areas of energy, such as, for example, the utilization of solar energy.

151. The secretariat added that within COST, programmes related to energy and especially to the use of natural resources for energy within the area of rural development, had been developed.

152. The CARICOM representative noted that CARICOM governments seemed to be experiencing some difficulty in defining priorities in the energy sector. He expanded on current programmes within CARICOM that involved natural resources and noted that although there was less activity directly related to energy,
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projects involving ceramics (Guyana), woodworking (Belize) and other similar activities were being developed.

153. The secretariat re-emphasized its view that the specific focus of CDOC activities should be to complement the activities of other bodies in the interest of technical and economic co-operation.

Other activities

154. The secretariat informed the meeting of a number of activities that had not originally been designated priority areas by the CDOC but either were performed by the secretariat under the BCLAC work programme or were the subject of recent mandates. These were:

- The economic survey of Caribbean countries;
- Major macro-economic indicators;
- The special programmes for small island developing countries;
- Caribbean-Latin American relations;
- The CDOC newsletter.

155. Reference was made to work carried out on major economic indicators and recognition given to the work carried out in the areas of statistics and economic evaluation. It was suggested that a further evaluation of economic performance in CDOC member countries should be prepared for a period ending in 1986 or 1987, which should include an analytic view of the countries' economic status in the context of the global economy and should reflect the impact of the world economic crisis on these countries.

156. The secretariat noted that the data in the document in question covered a 10-year period (1974-1984). The analysis in the document was tentative since consistent time series were difficult to obtain. The document had been refined to include comments from the recent meeting of Caribbean economists in Jamaica and plans had been made to produce an annual update of the data provided. A detailed sectoral analysis would also be done each year.

157. The attention of the meeting was drawn to the request that CDOC should give specific authority, endorsement and support and perform other action in connection with the secretariat's work programme.

158. There being no further comments, the Chairman noted the endorsement of the paper by the Conference.

Agenda Item 6 - Work programme for the biennium 1988-1989

159. In introducing the BCLAC/CDOC work programmes for the 1988-1989 biennium, the secretariat indicated that the programmes had been developed late in 1985 after the ninth session and sent to members and associate members of the CDOC for comment. In the absence of a CDOC meeting in 1986, this programme had been discussed and approved at the twenty-first session of BCLAC in Mexico and later submitted to the United Nations programming and budgetary machinery. The
Committee was asked to take note of the United Nations approved subprogrammes reproduced in the document LC/CAR/G.231.

Agenda Items 7 and 8 - Medium-term plan (1990-1995) and draft summary of proposed work programme output for 1990-1991

160. The meeting agreed to take agenda items 7 and 8 together. The secretariat explained that the original intention had been to present the document under discussion (LC/CAR/G.236) in accordance with United Nations budgetary programmes and procedures. It was also noted that the secretariat was in fact operating within the Medium-term plan (1984-1989), the period 1988-1989 being the last biennium covered in it.

161. During the last few days, the Committee for Programme Co-ordination (CPC) had issued new instructions for the 1988-1989 Medium-term plan to be extended for a further biennium thereby obviating the need for a 1990-1995 Medium-term plan at this time.

162. The secretariat outlined the structure of the Medium-term plan which covered legislative authority, objectives, problems addressed, strategies and evaluation procedures.

163. The secretariat explained that document LC/CAR/G.236 was meant to be an input into the formal budgetary document of ECLAC, which outlines specific outputs for 1990-1991, necessary if resources are to be approved. Following discussion on this issue, it was decided that comments and recommendations from member countries should be drafted into the document and should include specific priorities not included in the present draft document.

Agenda Item 9 - Programme of activities in support of small island developing countries

164. The secretariat informed the Committee that the document, which was a response to the resolution passed at the ninth session of CDOC, attempted a new approach in an attempt to identify the most appropriate modalities for addressing the problem of small island States. In view of previous resolutions adopted at the General Assembly, it was considered useful for the countries themselves to make presentations indicating areas of priority for future action.

165. Of the 10 sectors suggested within the programme, the following four had been selected for priority treatment: agriculture, tourism, trade and industry and science and technology. Co-operatives, credit unions and community developments had also been identified as areas of emphasis due to their role in the social and economic development of States.

166. A list of projects for elaboration through discussions with agencies had also been incorporated in the document with a view to a plan of actions being developed and submitted to governments for their consideration.
167. Comment was made on the need to co-ordinate activities between the OAS-recommended action on small island developing States and the implementation of a CDCC programme for small island States and a similar programme of CARICOM.

168. The ILO representative reported to the Committee that action had already been initiated on three projects concerned with co-operatives.

169. It was suggested by the representative of CARICAD that the problems of small island States could be more efficiently resolved through more effective public administration, policy formulation and resource management, areas in which CARICAD co-operated with the OECs countries and other small island States of the Caribbean.

170. The CARICOM representative noted the lack of interest by donors in recognizing small island developing countries as a category especially deserving of international assistance. Emphasis was placed on the need for the small island countries themselves to develop a clear focus on their distinctive problems in order to generate the flow of funds needed to deal with the issues. In this regard, he reported that pursuant to a recent decision of Caribbean foreign ministers, a review was to be undertaken of the existing literature on the problems of the small island developing countries with a view to coming up with an authoritative statement capable of persuading skeptical international donors of the validity of this category.

171. The CARICOM delegate then indicated that a programme of action for Caribbean IDCs and of relevance to other IDCs, such as those in the Pacific, would be developed and integrated into the work in progress the aegis of UNCTAD in preparation for an in-depth review of this issue scheduled for the forty-third session of the United Nations General Assembly in 1988. In this context, he mentioned that UNCTAD planned to hold an expert group meeting on this subject in March-April 1988. The Deputy Executive Secretary of ECLAC pointed out that the report on regional co-operation considered by the Economic and Social Council at its summer session could provide a useful vehicle for giving additional consideration to the problem of small island developing countries within the United Nations system.

172. The meeting emphasized that the CARICOM and CDCC institutions would have to combine forces for a successful outcome.

173. It was also proposed that political unity should form part of discussions on small island States and that assistance should be provided for the formation of a political union such as that envisaged for the OECs States. The representatives of CARICAD indicated that the Centre had offered its support to the OECs governments to help them to study the administrative and management implications of the proposed political union.

174. A resolution on small island States was circulated for consideration by member States. Following comments, the resolution was amended and adopted.
Agenda Item 10 - Action taken on CDOC resolutions, and those of ECLAC and other United Nations bodies, with implications for CDOC

Establishment of the CDOC Review Committee

175. The secretariat indicated that two meetings of the Review Committee had been held from which two reports had emerged. Following a brief review of the reports, the secretariat drew attention to specific recommendations requiring consideration and acceptance by the Committee.

176. The secretariat promised to investigate the extent to which there had been collaboration and co-operation with other agencies of the United Nations system.

177. In response to questions, the secretariat gave assurances of continued collaboration and co-ordination with other United Nations agencies and drew attention to the primary mandate of the Committee.

178. The need for the CDOC secretariat to place greater emphasis on concrete projects requiring relatively little funding was mentioned, and it was suggested that the secretariat should consult with member countries and identify projects within the framework of their national priorities.

179. Discussion arose about the procedures for the formation of the Monitoring Committee. It was decided that the Committee would comprise its current officers, the past Chairman and two members but would be open-ended and meet regularly in order to harmonize the CDOC work programme. Saint Lucia and the Netherlands Antilles indicated their interest in participating in the Committee and were elected.

180. The secretariat noted that the issue had been comprehensively discussed and that there was need for a recommendation to enhance the report before it was adopted and the contents became official.

Agenda Item 11 - Promotion of technical co-operation among CDOC member countries

181. The secretariat introduced document LC/CAR/G.179/Add.1 under this agenda item. The representative of UNDP noted the development of vigorous activities in the area of TCDC since the Barbados meeting. He noted that some governments were considering development of policies in this area and commended the CDOC secretariat for the catalytic role it had played.

182. It was suggested that the secretariat should express in more affirmative language its commitment to active involvement on behalf of dissemination of information.

183. The representative of ILO noted TCDC activities carried out with Brazil, Colombia and Caribbean countries in the field of training, specifically in labour administration. Funding for TCDC activities was provided from UNDP's global project INT 83/9.04.
184. The representative of UNDP, resident in Barbados, informed the Committee that available financial resources for TCDC activities were scarce. The CARICOM representative suggested that the CDCC secretariat could assist and be instrumental in centralizing information on TCDC and could make such information available to other member States.

185. The representative of CARICAD informed the Committee of the support given by the Centre to TCDC in programme budgeting between Caribbean and Latin American governments.

186. The representative of SELA expressed thanks to the CDCC secretariat for its invitation to participate in this meeting. He informed the Committee of SELA's activities in TCDC, including its role in the convening of a regional co-ordination meeting before the fifth meeting of the high-level committee responsible for TCDC matters, the convening in September 1987 of a meeting of directors responsible for TCDC in member countries of SELA and the decision adopted at the recently concluded thirteenth regular meeting of the Latin American Council. He drew attention to the mandate given to his organization at the last mentioned meeting, to the effect that SELA should co-ordinate its activities with other international agencies, and he indicated that this would facilitate collaboration and co-ordination with CDCC activities.

187. One delegate observed that the priorities listed in the medium-term plan (LC/CAR/6.235) did not address subject areas such as health and education which might be of specific interest to some countries.

Agenda Item 12 - Other business

188. Concern was expressed about the need to examine and identify the extent to which associate members could participate in the CDCC programme of work. This matter was raised in the context that some member countries had only become aware of the existence of some projects at this session and had had no advance information as to proposals which had been developed in collaboration with other United Nations organizations.

189. The secretariat informed the Committee of resolutions adopted by the Fifth Committee and the Economic and Social Council concerning the convening of meetings, and specifically of resolutions adopted regarding the need to reduce the frequency of meetings of subsidiary bodies of the United Nations system.

190. A compromise was subsequently suggested which involved the convening of a ministerial meeting every two years with the scheduled technical meetings and meetings of the monitoring committee continuing on an annual basis.

191. One delegation questioned the proposal to convene the ministerial meetings biennially in order to meet the demands of the restructuring of the United Nations system for costs reduction.

192. After numerous interventions by delegations on this issue, it was decided that the present schedule of CDCC meetings should be maintained.
Credentials

193. The delegation of Cuba entered a reservation on the presence of the delegation of Grenada.

194. The delegation of Grenada rejected the reservation.

195. After an exchange of views the meeting recognized that all CDOC member countries present at the tenth session were represented by properly constituted and duly authorized delegations.

Agenda Item 13 - Place and date of the eleventh session of CDOC

196. The meeting asked the secretariat to consult member States to determine the place and date of the eleventh session of CDOC.

Agenda Item 14 - Consideration and adoption of the report

197. It was agreed that the secretariat should be responsible for completing the report and despatching it to member countries for a response within 30 days.
PART FOUR

21(X) PROGRAMME OF SUPPORT FOR SMALL ISLAND COUNTRIES

The Caribbean Development and Co-operation Committee,

Recalling resolution 18(DI) of its ninth session, held in Port of Spain in 1985, which mandated the Director of the BCLAC Subregional Headquarters for the Caribbean to develop a programme of action in favour of small island developing countries,

Noting the report of the workshop convened by the CDOC secretariat in Saint Lucia from 24-28 August 1987, as a first step to fulfilling this mandate,

Noting also the work being undertaken by the CARICOM secretariat, in pursuance of the mandate of CARICOM Foreign Ministers to draw up an action plan for Caribbean island developing countries and the efforts of other regional agencies on the question of small island developing countries,

Convinced that these countries' per capita income levels, while comparing favourably with the per capita income levels of other developing countries, serve only to mask their fragile economic structure, a fragility which emphasizes the inequity of their graduation from concessional funds,

Mindful of the continued and urgent need for Caribbean countries to work jointly towards ensuring full recognition by the international community of the particular needs of island developing countries.

Taking into consideration the difficult problems facing the island developing countries, particularly those which are handicapped by their very small size and population, acute ecological and geographical disabilities, very limited domestic markets, remoteness from major international markets, scarce and dwindling natural resources and high degree of exposure to natural disasters,

1. Requests the CDOC secretariat to work jointly with the CARICOM secretariat, the OECS secretariat, and other interested agencies and organizations in the development of its programme of action, with a view to arriving at concrete proposals for submission to international agencies and to assist the small island developing countries in their development efforts;
2. Urges in particular the World Bank and other financial agencies to reconsider the issue of graduation of these States from concessionary funds and to develop alternative modalities of concessionary financing for the development of these small island countries;

3. Commends the efforts made by UNDP through its Special Programme Resources and other innovative programmes instituted to assist the island developing countries in overcoining some of their constraints and problems;

4. Calls upon other organizations and agencies of the United Nations system and other organizations to give consideration to developing special programmes to assist small island States members of the United Nations in their development efforts;

5. Directs the CDOC secretariat to examine the access of the non-independent Caribbean countries to programmes and activities of the United Nations system with the aim of identifying areas within the United Nations system which could provide technical and other assistance to these countries in the furtherance of their development process;

6. Urges the Economic and Social Council and ECLAC to consider modalities by which necessary financial assistance might be obtained for the implementation of a special programme to enable small island developing countries to overcome their particular disabilities;

7. Requests ECLAC to work through the Economic and Social Council to bring to the attention of the international community on a continuing basis the various problems that these small countries face, including those relating to their vulnerability to the devastation of natural disasters;

8. Requests the CDOC secretariat to present the plan of action called for in resolution 18(IX) to the member governments for their consideration with a view to presenting the plan of action to ECLAC on its twenty-second session so that this plan can be taken into account when the United Nations General Assembly undertakes its proposed review of the status of action in respect of this issue.
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